The 
Introduction
Many authors have studied the Fe-Ni alloys due to their important magnetic and other properties. The f.c.c. solid solution lattice spacing's have been measured by [1, 2, 3] . The lattice spacing's rise to a maximum at -38%Ni [4] . Among the early theoretical research, band structure of transition metals and their alloys were studied by [5] , it concludes that First, the 3d wave functions are anisotropic which implied that there may be localized and collective 3d electrons simultaneously present. Secondly, localized electrons obey Hand's rules and may therefore contribute an atomic moment and the corresponding energy levels, or narrow bands are split into discrete sub bands. Thirdly, the nearest neighbor anti-ferromagnetic order can be propagated throughout a lattice and the nearest-neighbor directed 3d orbitals are half or less filled. The collective electrons can be stabilized by bonding-band formation and if the orbitals are more than half filled, the extra electrons cannot be stabilized by anti-ferromagnetic correlations between nearest neighbours. If antiferromagnetic nearest neighbor order is not possible, the electrons form a conventional metallic band. The anomalies of electrical and magnetic properties in FeNi alloys (INVAR) at low temperature were studied and explained in terms of the latent anti ferromagnetism by [6] . The fine structure of the kabsorption edge was studied by [7] and a general shift of the k-absorption structure towards longer wavelengths (at 160 o C) was seen for a number of FeNi alloys. An investigation of the temperature dependence of yield point and hardness in Fe-Ni alloys in the annealed and strain hardened was made by [8] . Weiss (1963) attempted to explain the origin of (INVAR) effect on the idea that there are two electronic configurations of iron atoms in a f.c.c. lattice of Fe-Ni alloy system. By a reasonable variation of the energy difference of these two configurations with Ni concentration, it was shown that the (INVAR) effect originated from the thermal excitation of the configuration with lower atomic volume in opposition to the normal an harmonic origin of expansion. It was also shown in this work that this model could explain the anomalous pressure dependence of the Curie temperature and the variation of Curie temperature with concentration. The direction of electron transfer in Fe-Ni alloys was studied by an infrared technique by [9] from which it was suggested that there is an electron transfer from Fe to Ni in the Fe-Ni alloy system in contrast to Co- Ni alloy system. A recent calculation of the electronic structure of random substitutional alloys Fe-Ni alloy has been reported by [10] . It was found that the average moment varied linearly with concentration of iron atoms and with the increase of iron concentration the iron moment slowly decreases and the nickel moment increases. Hence they concluded that the collapse of the magnetism was precipitated by the collapse of the iron moment. In this work we have studied two alloys in the f.c.c. Fe-Ni system namely Fe 0.5 -Ni 0.5 and Fe 0.64 -Ni 0.36 having lattice parameter (a) 6.77476 a.u. and (a) 6.79479 a.u. respectively [4] . Superposition model used in the case of β-aluminides [11] and vanadium silicides [12] is employed in this case also to obtain charge transfer between Fe-Ni atoms. Accordingly, the Compton profile of the two constituent metals i.e. Fe and Ni are also determined experimentally. The results on pure metals have been compared with our RFA calculations for different 3d-4s configurations and other available results (theoretical as well as experimental). These measured values are used to obtain the Compton profile for the two alloys by suitably adding their contributions, which are then compared with the measurements on the alloys.
Theoretical Calculations:
In the superposition model [12] , the Compton profile for a given alloy ( ) is given by the formula.
Where is the (fractional) atomic concentration of B atoms in the AB alloy.
( ), ( ) are the experimental Compton profiles of A and B metals respectively. The Compton profiles for Fe 0.5 -Ni 0.5 and Fe 0.64 -Ni 0.36 were computed using this procedure. For the sake of comparison we also obtained the Compton profiles using the free atom values. Theoretical Compton profiles were obtained for Fe and Ni. They were then convoluted with the RIF of our spectrometer for the purpose of a proper comparison with the experiment, because no deconvolution procedure removes the instrumental broadening completely due to statistical noise ever present in the experiment [13] . The RFA and FE models are adopted to calculate the Compton profiles for the two constituent of the alloys i.e Fe and Ni,the theories and detailes of calculations are given elsewhere [14, 15] ,while the values of FA are taken directly from [16] 
Results and Discussion
In tables (1-2) we illustrates all the results of compton profile values for Fe and Ni by applying RFA and FE models as well as FA values [14, 15, 16] ,also the results for the two alloys by applying the superposition model, this calculation was based on the f.c.c Ni lattice (Fe is bcc) which was adjusted to have the same lattice parameters as the alloy [13] . The free atom values given in these tables have been convoluted with the residual instrumental function (RIF). And all values were properly normalised to the number of electrons of the respective free atom Compton profiles in 0-5a.u. interval. The contributions of 1S 2 were taken upto 5a.u. and 4 a.u. for Fe and Ni respectively. To compare our results on the two alloys with the free atom and superposition model .At the high momentum region (i.e. p z above 3.5 a.u.) it has been found that the values are very close to the free atom and superposition model. This provides confidence in our results and data analysis because in the superposition model we had used our values for Fe and Ni . These values are close to free atom values in this momentum region and hence it is no surprise that for the two alloys also they agree very well. In fact this comparison only confirms that the inner electron do not undergo any drastic change on alloy formation, for the low momentum region (P z < 3.5 a.u.) it is obvious that the free atom values for both cases are variant from the experimental data upto 0. It is very obvious from this figure that the differences are very small (already discussed) and the nature of the difference curves is almost identical. At some points between 1.4 and 1.8 a.u. they do show a different behavior and in fact for Fe 0.5 -Ni 0.5 alloy one point( p z =1.9a.u.) is few larger than other points. We could not identify the reason for this sudden behavior but it does point to some systematic change in this region. It has been noticed that in the case of Ti-Ni alloys the superposition model could reproduce the profile for the alloys [13] . Also in a study on Cu-Ni alloys, [17] had reported similar results. This work also supports
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essentially these conclusion. The isotropic Compton profile of Fe 0.5 -Ti 0.5 alloy are measured by using 320 KeV -ray source and the data interpreted by employing the RFA model and found that the best agreement between theory and experiment could be obtained if the configuration was taken as Fe(3d 6   -4S 2 ) Ti(3d 2 -4S 2 ) [18] . Another work on Fe 0.5 -Ti 0.5 alloy was again investigated by [19] using 412 KeVradiation. They used these data to test the prediction of Rigid Band (R.B) model by studying the difference between the CPs of alloy and Cr metal [20] . Interestingly, both these materials possessed identical structures and equal number of valence electrons. The differences were in contrast to the predictions of the R.B. model and this work yielded the configuration as Fe(3d 6 ) and (3d 6.90 -4s 1.82 ) respectively. Both these electron configuration are very similar to Co metal for which (3d
-4s
2 ) is considered to be the stable state in the metal. In order to examine the effects of electron transfer on Compton profiles in Fe-Ni alloys observed by [9] , we plot in Fig.IV 
